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Since the description of the photoelectric effect by the quantization of the
electromagnetic radiation in 1905 by Einstein the hunting season was open for
the detection of single photons. One major driver for the research on single
photon detectors has been related to the mysteries of quantum mechanics, such
as photon entanglement and more generally quantum information science.
More generally low light level detection systems are needed in an increasing
number of applications and require photodetectors with high gain, low noise,
high detection efficiency, good timing properties and in some cases imaging
capability. The invention of the photomultiplier tube in 1935 by Iams and
Salzberg of RCA was a major breakthrough in photodetection. Although PMTs
may be considered by some to be ancient, and despite various application
challenges, they are still the preferred devices in many scientific, medical, and industrial applications.
On the other hand, the complex integration problems of large experiments in particle physics requiring compact
detectors, the interest for lower bias voltage in medical devices and embarked systems, and a strong requirement
for detectors immune to high magnetic fields have pushed the R&D for the development of SiPMs, multipixel
silicon photodiodes with a large number of micropixels working in Geiger mode on a common substrate and
connected to a common load.
The relative merits, application domains, and potential for progress of both types of photodetectors will be
discussed.
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Neutron scattering science - the study of materials using neutrons - is in an
exciting period, with new large facilities under construction in China
(Chinese Spallation Neutron Source), the US (second target station at the
Spallation Neutron Source) and Europe (European Spallation Source).
Additionally, large upgrades in the numbers of instruments are planned at
major facilities in the US, Japan, Russia and Europe. These upgrades create
a much greater demand for detectors in terms of numbers of instruments
and their solid angle coverage in the coming decade than in the previous
one. Additionally, the requirements of a new generation of instrumentation
naturally pushes the boundaries of state-of-the-art in terms of performance.
Previous generations of performant neutron detectors used the Helium-3
isotope as the material sensitive to neutrons; however, since 2009, the
supply of Helium-3 is increasingly rare and the prices have risen
considerably- the so-called "Helium-3 Crisis".
Along with other disciplines reliant upon Helium-3 gas, the neutron scattering community has devoted
significant effort into detector development. The aim was to mitigate the usage and demand for Helium-3 by
developing replacement technologies, but also to match the challenging performance requirements for the new
generation of instruments with creative technical solutions. This talk presents an overview of the status and
outlook of these developments, and the performance of this new generation of neutron detectors for large scale
facilities, with particular emphasis on the developments for the European Spallation Source.
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X-ray Free Electron Lasers have been operational for more than 10
years. They are revolutionary light sources whose impact is just
beginning to give us a glimpse of their potential to contribute
fundamentally to our understanding of the static and dynamic
structure of matter at the atomic scale. We will discuss technical
challenges, recent experimental results, and the near and longer term
directions for sources and science.
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